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Check This Meow’t!

SHOP NOW »

These adhesive non-slip grips can be applied to your student’s mobile device or case to provide a 
layer of ‘GRIPTION’ in their everyday life: in the car, in their hand, or on the go. Available in 2 sizes: 
Kitty Cat measures 2.25 (W) x 4.0 (H) in and Tom Cat measures 2.5 (W) x 5.0 (H) in.

Description DSC# Vendor#
Dino Sore Us 121833 KC17-00017
Flowering Pinks 121841 KC17-00023
In the Mood for Flowers 121846 TC17-00083
Diamond Style 121845 TC17-00067

Easy to Apply: Just PEEL, STICK, & GRIP!

ESRP $16.80
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 ESET protects students in the digital world. ESET solutions build 
up security by adding firewall, antispam and content filtering—

implementing additional protection for all their devices.

Interested in licensing options for schools and institutions? 
Contact licensing@dstewart.com for a quote.

ESET NOD32 Antivirus for 
Windows, 1 Year, 1 Device
Electronic Software 
Download
DSC# 122235
Vendor# EAVH-N1-1-1-XLS
ESRP $51.73

ESET Cyber Security for 
Mac,1 Year, 1 Device
Electronic Software 
Download
DSC# 122237
Vendor#  ECS-N1-1-1-XLS
ESRP $51.73

ESET Internet Security for 
Windows, 1 Year, 1 Device
Electronic Software 
Download
DSC# 122239
Vendor#  ECS-N1-1-1-XLS
ESRP $77.60

Complete Protection 
Without Compromise

Discover Security Solutions »
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Add Kaptivo to any whiteboard and capture content 
automatically. Patented image processing enhances 
whiteboard content by removing smudges, glare, 
reflections, shadows, and people in front of the board.

Kaptivo Whiteboard Capture System
DSC# 120289  |  ESRP $1,287.05

Wouldn’t it be great if educators and students 
could instantly share whiteboard content?
Kaptivo is the easy way to upgrade the trusted  
whiteboard to a digital collaboration system!

Originally launched as a 
Kickstarter product in April 2016, 
Kaptivo began with nearly 500 
backers pledging their support 

resulting in a phenomenal 
customer response!

Kaptivo Sales Positioning Points »

Contact your DSC Account Manager  
for more information and to order.
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Leaf Metro HDTV Antenna 
with a 25-mile range 
DSC# 122025 
Vendor#  MH-110543 
Min 1  |  ESRP $25.86

Leaf HDTV Antenna 
with a 40-mile range
DSC# 122028 
Vendor# MH-110583 
Min 1  |  ESRP $51.73

Leaf Plus HDTV Antenna  
with a 60-mile range
DSC# 122026 
Vendor#  MH-110584 
Min 1  |  ESRP $77.60

Students can get 100% free TV in HD—networks like ABC, CBS, FOX, NBC, PBS, The CW, 
Univision, and more with a multi-directional and reversible antenna. These antennas are super 

discreet, reversible, and paintable so students can match them with their décor or keep it hidden.

SHOP NOW »

Cut the Cord!
The #1 Rated Indoor  
HDTV Antenna
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Reversible Yoga Mat 
Marble White
DSC# 122268 
Vendor# YM4-1201 White 
Min 1  |  ESRP $32.33

Reversible Yoga Mat 
Medallian Tapestry Mauve
DSC# 122276 
Vendor# YM4-1222 Mauve 
Min 1  |  ESRP $32.33

BYO Mat
Fashion meets function with yoga mats from  

Oak and Reed. Ideal for yoga, pilates and any floor exercise. 
Durable and lightweight styles made to match any mood.

Yoga Mat with Carry Rope
Black  |  DSC# 122277  |  Vendor# YM6-1110 Black 
Min 1  |  ESRP $38.79

Yoga Mat with Carry Rope
Turquoise  |  DSC# 122279  |  Vendor# YM6-1113 Turq 
Min 1  |  ESRP $38.79

SHOP NOW »
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pi-top V2 Laptop with  
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ 

Introducing the world’s first sliding 
keyboard which reveals the modular 
rail to build students’ electronics and 
experiments. Comes with OCR endorsed 
pi-topOS.
DSC# 120072  |  ESRP $413.91

    

pi-topCEED with  
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+
Students can skip the complex setup 
procedure. This unit arrives pre-assembled 
and is the most versatile way to deploy 
Raspberry Pi in the classroom. Includes 
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+. 
DSC# 120073  |  ESRP $194.02

    

pi-top Learning System -  
30 Unit Bundle 
A turnkey solution for delivering computer 
science and STEAM. This system comes 
with: 30 pi-tops, pi-topPROTOs and  
pi-topSPEAKERs; 1 charging cart, and 
innovation kits for completing projects.

DSC# 121245  |  ESRP $58,208.44*
*Also available in 15 unit bundles!
*EDU pricing available through resellers.
Can be purchased all up front or split across  
a 3 year payment plan.

Create Something Unique and Exciting 
pi-top is an award-winning ecosystem designed to make 
experimenting, coding, and building electronics simple, 
affordable, and fun. Students can create something unique 
and exciting while having fun interacting with the digital world, 
bringing them one step closer to becoming an inventor.

Access Sales Resources »
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Roccat Kone Pure SE Gaming Mouse
SE cements its place within the Kone tradition with a feature set aimed at gaming  
purists. 91% the size of the Kone, it weighs an incredibly low, feather light 88g and  
boasts long-lasting Omron switches.

DSC# 115853   |   Vendor# ROC-11-722   |   Min 1   |   ESRP $51.73 

Roccat Khan Pro Gaming Headset
Designed for epic moments, the Khan Pro puts students in the esports zone. They will  
imagine themselves on the competition stage surrounded by their teammates, pumped  
full of energy, ready for battle as they sit face-to-face with their opponents.

DSC# 115880   |   Vendor# ROC-14-620   |   Min 1   |   ESRP $129.34

Roccat Suora FX Gaming Keyboard
The Suora FX is unmistakably the mechanical keyboard of choice for gaming purists.  
It boasts a frameless design, the result of which is a pure and efficient keyboard for  
gamers who like to plug and play.

DSC# 115857   |   Vendor# ROC-12-251-BE   |   Min 1   |   ESRP $168.14

GAME ON!

SHOP NOW »
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Takeya bottles are designed for students—healthy minded people with everyday hydration needs. Takeya’s insulated 
stainless steel bottles keep drinks ice cold for up to 24 hours or hot for up to 12. The patented leak-proof, Insulated Spout 
Lid™ provides a better drinking experience and features a wide loop handle for easy carrying or clipping to a bag. 
Protective silicone bumper protects from dents and dings and all of the bottles are finished in sure-grip powder coat.

It’s Pronounced ‘TA-KAY-UH’

Size Color DSC# Vendor# Min ESRP
18oz Blush 122072 51079 1 $38.79
18oz Midnight 122064 51064 1 $38.79
24oz Teal 122080 51048 1 $42.67
24oz Onyx 122073 51040 1 $42.67

Shop Now »
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BUILT FOR STUDENTS  
TO GO FURTHER
Urban Armor Gear creates rugged, light-weight, drop tested 
cases for cell phones, tablets, and laptops engineered to 
protect your gear from the rigors of an active lifestyle.

Metropolis Series  
iPad® Pro Case 
These cases features an impact-resistant core 
with tactile grips, adjustable and detachable 
stand, and uncompromised audio with easy 
access to the touchscreen, buttons, and ports. 
it also includes an Apple Pencil holder and is 
compatible with Smart Covers and keyboards.

Blue  |  DSC# 121021 
Vendor# IPD17-E-CB  |  Min 1

Black  |  DSC# 121019 
Vendor# IPD17-E-BK/BK  |  Min 1

Red  |  DSC# 121020 
Vendor# IPD17-E-MG  |  Min 1

ESRP $77.55

Plasma Series  
MacBook Pro® Case
This armor shell features impact-resistant 
bumpers for a student's Macbook Pro. Other 
features include: dual-lock secure screen 
closure and cooling vents for uncompromised 
air flow.

DSC# 121005 
Vendor# UAG-MBP13-A1502-ICE 
Min 1  |  ESRP $103.42

Plasma Series Microsoft® 
Surface Pro Case
This case features an armor shell and 
impact-resistant rubber bumpers with a 
360-degree rotational hand strap. It has a 
built-in kickstand for desktop use, Surface 
Pen storage, and an optional shoulder strap 
so you can take your work with you. This case 
is compatible with the Microsoft Type Cover 
Keyboard.

DSC# 121023 
Vendor# SFPROHSS-L-IC 
Min 1  |  ESRP $129.29

SHOP NOW »
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2018 Spring Recap

New Vendors

Keep your students plugged in all day! Ranging from charging devices to earbuds, Samsung has solutions  
to keep your students going.

Students can easily grab what they need while they’re on the go with these Charge MAXX displays. They conveniently 
fit on any countertop for easy access and to drive impulse purchases. Ranging from displays to the little must-have 
accessories, Charge MAXX has everything your students need to stay charged up.

Blue Microphone offers premium USB and XLR microphones, and audiophile headphones for recording, podcasting, 
gaming, streaming, YouTube, and more.

Style inspired by the city that never sleeps. Solo New York makes intelligently crafted bags and cases  
for the modern go-getter. 

Protect your student's Mac, PC, or tablet with these impact-resistant sleeves. These sleeves come in a variety of  
styles and fabrics to choose from.

Uchida offers a wide range of quality office, craft, and art-related materials. LePen has a smooth-writing micro-fine plastic 
point and a sleek barrel design. The ink is acid-free and non-toxic. 

Smartshake gives students the freedom to carry around everything they need for a whole day. These bottles feature 
compartments for snacks and a strainer to blend, all packaged in one bottle.

Resqme is committed to the safety of their customers and the reliability of their products. Ranging in products from car 
safety tools to personal safety, these products are designed to be easy to conceal and carry.

Hook-and-loop fasteners. Students can use Velcro products to help them decorate their dorm rooms and apartments 
without damaging their walls.

Incident IQ empowers K-12 districts with a full suite of features and modules designed and built to support the 
technology your district depends on.

Robo 3D printers are the consumer’s choice for the top personal 3D printer in the market. Wi-Fi gives users the freedom 
to make whatever they can imagine right from your mobile device using the Robo app.

WeVideo is the online video editor that makes it easy to capture, create, view and share movies at up to 4K resolution for 
stunning playback anywhere.
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2017 Fall/Winter Recap

New Vendors

LucidSound crafts audio products specifically for the needs of gamers in their everyday lives. The headsets are designed 
with features for use on the go with a sleek designs and simple intuitive controls.

BullGuard combines technical expertise with an understanding of educational security needs to deliver complete 
protection across all connected devices. They’re your customers own private bodyguard—tracking and tackling security 
threats so they can connect confidently, control easily, and travel freely throughout the digital world.

Energizer continues to fulfill its role as a technology innovator by redefining portable power and wireless charging 
solutions to meet people’s active lifestyle needs for today and tomorrow with Energizer® chargers for rechargeable 
portable devices.

Libratel offers premium cell phone accessories so students can get the most out of their mobile devices at an 
economical price. 

Only ScreenBeam enterprise-grade receivers support interactive touch for true real-time interaction, making it quick and 
easy to connect and collaborate productively in any meeting or classroom wirelessly.

iOgrapher has various bundles that transform most mobile devices into a full-blown video camera. Whether in class or 
on the playing field, iOgrapher provides an easy solution for real-time learning and feedback. 
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2017 Summer Recap

New Vendors

Add a single PopSocket, or a pair of PopSockets, to the back of almost any mobile device to transform its capabilities. 
PopSockets "pop" whenever students need a grip, a stand, an earbud-management system, or just something to play with.

A sensory adventure awaits with the Utopia 360° Virtual Reality Headset, designed to work with any smartphone. Choose from 
hundreds of VR-compatible apps and buckle up!

Technology-inspired bags and cases for students so they get the maximum lifetime value out of laptops, notebooks, 
tablets, and other devices. They are built to last, with extra-strength, high-end materials, and rugged construction so 
they can withstand the bumps and bruises of heavy, everyday use, while keeping electronics completely safe.

PowerGistics has created the ideal solution for mounted charging stations. The revolutionary design saves space in the 
classroom – stations can store and charge up to 20 devices. With customizable shelves, users don’t have to worry about 
devices not fitting in the slot.
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